INTRODUCTION
The sense of taste is primarily associated with feeding, allowing animals to identify food that is caloric and avoid toxic substances. Although feeding decisions are crucial for survival, little is known about the neural processing underlying taste acceptance or rejection in any organism. The taste system of Drosophila melanogaster affords an attractive model to study gustatory processing because it detects similar compounds and mediates similar behaviors as the mammalian gustatory system, but processing is carried out by an anatomically simpler nervous system that can be studied and manipulated with single-cell precision.
Drosophila, like mammals, detects a few taste modalities that are innately tethered to food acceptance or rejection behavior (Liman et al., 2014; Yarmolinsky et al., 2009) . Taste cells are found on the proboscis, legs, and wings of the fly (Stocker, 1994) . The different classes of taste cells include bitter cells marked by the gustatory receptor GR66a and sweet cells marked by GR64f (Dahanukar et al., 2001 (Dahanukar et al., , 2007 Jiao et al., 2008; Marella et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004) . In addition, water taste cells respond to low osmolarity, are inhibited by high osmolarity, and express the PPK28 ion channel (Cameron et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010) . These different classes of taste cells send axons to the subesophageal zone (SEZ) of the brain (Ito et al., 2014; Stocker, 1994) . Motor neurons (MNs) that drive feeding subprograms, including proboscis extension and ingestion, are also located in the SEZ (Gordon and Scott, 2009; Hampel et al., 2011; Manzo et al., 2012; Rajashekhar and Singh, 1994) , suggesting that the SEZ may contain local circuits that process taste cues from detection to behavior. How different taste modalities are processed in the brain to guide feeding decisions is unresolved.
Studies of the mammalian gustatory system have led to two main models for how different taste modalities are encoded in the brain (Carleton et al., 2010; Lemon and Katz, 2007; Simon et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2000) . The labeled line model of taste coding proposes that different taste modalities activate different pathways in the brain, leading to different behaviors. The mixed lines or across-fiber patterning model posits that information from modality-specific taste cells in the periphery becomes integrated in higher brain centers, so that single neurons respond to multiple modalities. In this model, the ensemble activity of broadly tuned neurons or the dynamics of activation encodes taste quality. Recent studies in the mouse gustatory cortex and in the mouse geniculate ganglion, a primary relay from the tongue, support a labeled line model (Accolla et al., 2007; Barretto et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2011) .
Here, we examined how mammalian models of taste coding apply to the simpler gustatory system of the fly to gain insight into successful coding schemes used through evolution. To examine gustatory processing, we developed a large-scale calcium-imaging approach to monitor neural responses throughout the SEZ with cellular resolution. This allowed us to examine the neurons activated by different taste modalities and taste mixtures. Our studies show that bitter and sweet modalities are processed by different cells and demonstrate segregated processing for appetitive and aversive tastes.
RESULTS

Reproducibility of Taste Responses in the SEZ
To monitor activity throughout the SEZ, we expressed the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6s-which has high sensitivity, low basal fluorescence, and slow decay )-using the pan-neural nSynaptobrevinGal4 promoter (Pauli et al., 2008) . Proboscis taste cells of a live fly were stimulated, and fluorescence changes in the brain were monitored with spinning disk confocal microscopy to serially monitor the SEZ depth by continuously scanning 23 z-sections, 87 ms/1.3-mm section ( Figure 1A ; see Figure S1 for data analyses; see Movies S1, S2, S3, and S4 for raw and processed movies). A nuclear marker (Pandey et al., 2005) was included to determine fluorescence changes in single cells ( Figures 1B and 1C) . The data from all z-sections were used in the analysis in order to identify responsive neurons (see ''Image Acquisition'' in Experimental Procedures). For visualization purposes, cellular fluorescence changes of responding cells were then compressed into a single image ( Figure 1D ) or a few thick sections (e.g., Figure 2A ) or were displayed as schematic representations for the whole SEZ ( Figure 1E ). This approach allowed rapid monitoring of neural activity throughout the SEZ.
We used a combination of exogenous activation and natural compounds to specifically activate different classes of gustatory sensory neurons. High osmolarities were used to prevent water cell activation (Cameron et al., 2010) and allow independent activation of sweet, bitter, and water sensory cells. The ATP-gated cation channel P2X2 (Lima and Miesenbö ck, 2005) was expressed in sweet-sensing neurons (Gr64f-LexA), bitter-sensing neurons (Gr66a-LexA), or water-sensing neurons (ppk28-LexA) (Miyamoto et al., 2013; Thistle et al., 2012) , and the proboscis was stimulated with 100 mM ATP for specific activation of these sensory classes. P2X2-based activation provided a means to strongly and reproducibly activate specific classes of sensory cells, with little or no desensitization across trials. In addition, the proboscis was stimulated with 2 M sucrose to selectively activate sweet sensory neurons and enable cross-modality comparisons. These stimuli triggered responses in central neurons throughout the SEZ.
Overlaying the maps of responding cells for two sequential stimulations (trial 1 in green, trial 2 in red) illustrates the reproducibility (yellow), as seen in fluorescence images ( Figure 2A ; Figure 3A ; Figure S2A ), schematic representations ( Figures  2B, 3B , and S2B), and cell counts ( Figures 2C, 3C , and S2C). In addition, plots comparing the maximum fluorescence change of each cell for trial 1 versus trial 2 illustrates that response magnitudes are quantitatively similar across trials ( Figures 2D, 3D , and S2D). ATP-mediated stimulation of sensory cells and high tastant concentrations activated the same populations (Figure 2C , brains 6-8; Figure 3C , brains 6-8), arguing that exogenous activation evoked saturating responses. Consistent with this, the number of sucrose-responsive cells was concentration dependent and plateaued at high concentrations, mirroring behavioral responses to sucrose ( Figures 2E and 2F ). The number of bitter-responsive cells showed a similar concentration dependence ( Figures 3E and 3F ), although activation of bitter sensory neurons expressing P2X2 provided the strongest and most reliable responses. The repeatability was 88% ± 1% across both tastant stimulation trials, representing 15 animals (Figures 2, 3 , and S2), with 34 ± 1 bitter-responsive, 39 ± 1 sucrose-responsive, and 15 ± 1 water-responsive cells per SEZ. These experiments demonstrate that taste-cell stimulation generated reliable and reproducible activation of central cell populations. To monitor activity, 23 1.3-mm z-sections were scanned at 0.5 Hz per Z-stack throughout the entire SEZ of a living fly pre-and post-taste delivery to the proboscis, shown at right. The image of the fly brain was modified from Rein et al. (2000) . (B) One z-section with automated ROIs (outlined in white) marking cell nuclei based on histone-RFP (red) with maximum DF response (green) to the 2 M sucrose taste stimulus overlaid. (C) z-section shown in (B), showing cell bodies (green, outlined in white) with maximum DF significantly above background (2 SD) and the nuclear marker, histone-mRFP (red). Figure S1 for DF responses of single cells at different frame rates and Movies S1, S2, S3, and S4 for raw and processed GCaMP responses.
Taste Quality Representations in the SEZ This large-scale calcium-imaging approach enabled us, for the first time, to ask whether Drosophila higher order gustatory neurons are tuned to a single taste modality or are broadly tuned across modalities. Different gustatory sensory classes were sequentially activated, and the responses were mapped onto the SEZ for within-brain comparisons. Comparing the response to 2 M sucrose and ATP-mediated activation of bitter cells revealed that these taste modalities activated different cells , with 36 ± 4 sucrose-selective, 32 ± 2 bitter-selective, and 5 ± 1 sucrose-and bitter-responsive cells per SEZ. Similarly, water and bitter sensory stimulation activated different cells, with only 4 ± 1 of the 34 ± 3 cells responding to both compounds ( Figures S3A-S3D ). This demonstrates that the vast majority of higher order taste cells do not respond to all taste modalities and shows that bitter sensory stimulation activates different cells than sucrose or water stimulation.
To further test whether higher order neurons are tuned to single taste modalities, we compared the responses to sucrose and water cell activation, two appetitive taste stimuli that trigger feeding initiation in the fly. Again, we observed that many central neurons responded selectively to a single taste quality and that some cells responded to both compounds. On average, 23 ± 1 cells per SEZ were sucrose selective, 6 ± 1 were water selective, and 8 ± 1 cells were activated by both 2 M sucrose and water cell stimulation ( Figures 4E-4H ). More cells were activated by both sucrose and water than by other taste pairs (Figures S3E and S3F; Student's t test, **p < 0.01), suggesting that these cells might represent the convergence of sweet and water modalities onto a pathway for taste acceptance behavior. Together, these studies show that most cells in the SEZ respond to single taste modalities and that a few cells respond to multiple modalities.
Taste Mixtures Do Not Activate Additional Cells
Although the responses to single taste compounds suggest that central neurons are not broadly tuned across all taste modalities, one caveat is that multimodal cells might only weakly respond to single compounds but may respond more strongly to combinations. If this were the case, then we would expect taste mixtures to activate more cells than single compounds. To test this, flies were stimulated with 2 M sucrose alone, then bitter cell activation alone, to generate a map of sweet-and bitter-responsive cells ( Figure 5A ). Flies were then stimulated with a mixture of the sweet and bitter solutions (same final concentration), and the responding cells were color coded based on the response to single compounds ( Figure 5B ). Few additional cells were activated by the mixture (0.3 ± 0.3 cells per brain) that were not activated by single compounds alone, consistent with trial-to-trial variability and arguing against large populations of broadly tuned cells.
In fact, instead of activating additional cells, mixtures activated far fewer cells than the single components, revealing mixture suppression (81% ± 5% of sweet-responsive cells and 34% ± 9% of bitter-responsive cells were suppressed) (Figures 5C and 5D) . Mixture suppression also occurred for water and sucrose, two appetitive stimuli, based on sequential and (E) Stimulation of the fly proboscis with increasing denatonium concentrations (0.5, 1, 10, and 100 mM). Red denotes cells that responded at the given concentration but not lower concentrations; yellow denotes cells that also responded at a lower concentration. Activation of proboscis GR66a bitter cells expressing the ATP-gated channel P2X2 with ATP and a bitter mix activated the most neurons reliably, but many of these are also activated by bitter stimuli. Scale bar, 50 mm. simultaneous activation of these two sensory classes (94% ± 6% of water-responsive cells and 36% ± 9% of sucrose-responsive cells were suppressed) (Figures 5E-5H). Plots of single-cell fluorescence changes to mixtures relative to single compounds revealed general decreased responses ( Figures S4A and S4B ). Thus, taste mixtures suppressed central responses, suggesting cross-inhibition between different sensory pathways.
Recent studies of gustatory sensory responses revealed that bitter compounds inhibit the activity of sweet sensory cells (Chen and Amrein, 2014; Chu et al., 2014; Jeong et al., 2013) , suggesting that cross-inhibition at the level of the sensory neuron might cause the reduction we observed in the central response to taste mixtures. Indeed, sensory axons that responded to 500 mM sucrose stimulation showed a dose-dependent activity decrease in the presence of the bitter compound denatonium, consistent with recent studies (Figures 5I-5K ) (Chu et al., 2014) . Similarly, the activity of sweet-sensing neurons was suppressed by water cell activation (12% ± 3% reduction, n = 6, Student's t test, to two sequential sucrose activations, p < 0.01). We also found that suppression of sucrose-responsive cells in the SEZ showed a similar dose-sensitive suppression by bitter sensory activation, which mirrored bitter suppression of the behavioral response to sucrose ( Figure 5K ). The GABAB receptor expressed in sweet sensory neurons mediates presynaptic inhibition in the presence of bitter compounds, with the GABABR agonist SKF97541 acting to reduce sensory activity (Chu et al., 2014) . Notably, we found that SKF97541 also strongly suppressed the activity of central sucrose-responsive cells (Figures S4C-S4F ). These studies are consistent with the notion that reduced sensory activity contributes to mixture suppression. Furthermore, they show that mixtures adjust the relative activation of the sweet versus bitter pathways rather than activate additional multimodal cells.
Taste Stimulation Activates Proboscis MNs
To test whether the cells responding to taste stimulation indeed represent key elements of gustatory circuits, we examined whether the responding cells include MNs known to drive feeding programs. We generated flies that co-expressed a photoactivatable GFP (C3PA-GFP) (Ruta et al., 2010) along with GCaMP6s in all neurons in order to monitor taste-induced activity and then label proboscis MNs (Figure 6 ). Photoactivation of C3PA-GFP in the nerves carrying MN axons reliably backfilled the majority of MNs previously identified by anatomical studies (30 MNs by anatomical studies; 19 ± 1 MNs by C3PA-GFP) (Rajashekhar and Singh, 1994) . Labeling by C3PA-GFP identified 12 ± 1 sucrose-responsive MNs and 24 ± 1 non-labeled sucrose-responsive cells ( Figure 6D ; Figure S5A , showing single z-section overlay), demonstrating that calcium-imaging reports activation of circuits from sensory input to motor output.
As an alternative approach to identifying taste-responsive MNs, we monitored SEZ taste responses in DVGLUT-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP6s flies, which express GCaMP6s in glutamatergic MNs and interneurons (Daniels et al., 2008) . Sucrose stimulation activated 13 ± 2 DVGLUT cells, whereas bitter cell stimulation activated a non-overlapping set of 6 ± 1 DVGLUT cells ( Figures  6E-6G ). In addition, monitoring pan-neural calcium activity with nSyb-LexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s flies expressing nuclear histonered fluorescent protein (RFP) in DVGLUT cells identified 12 ± 1 sucrose-responsive DVGLUT cells and 25 ± 1 non-labeled sucrose-responsive cells, consistent with C3PA-GFP studies (Figures S5B-S5E ). These studies argue that sweet and bitter activate different MNs, consistent with behavioral studies that show that flies extend the proboscis toward sugars and retract it from bitter compounds (Dethier, 1976) . In addition, these studies show that the majority of taste-responsive cells in the SEZ are not MNs but rather modality-selective interneurons.
Two specific MN classes in the SEZ have previously been shown to respond to sugars but not bitter compounds: E49 MN, which drives proboscis extension, and MN11+12, which drives ingestion (Gordon and Scott, 2009; Manzo et al., 2012) . We tested whether these cells are consistently detected by pan-neural imaging by monitoring calcium activity with nSybLexA, lexAop-GCaMP6s while expressing tdTomato in each cell class. Both classes showed robust responses to sucrose stimulation ( Figure S6 ), demonstrating that pan-neural imaging reliably detects known taste-responsive MNs and arguing for the underlying stereotypy of taste circuits.
Taste Representations in Higher Brain Centers
To examine whether appetitive and aversive tastes are processed in separate pathways in higher brain regions as well as in the SEZ, we stimulated different classes of proboscis taste neurons and monitored activity in the anterior shell of the higher brain. Stimulation of sweet or bitter sensory cells produced activity in sparse and distributed cell populations in these higher centers (Figure 7) . In both cases, prominent activation occurred in the lobes of the mushroom bodies (MBs), the site for associative learning in the fly (Heisenberg, 2003) . Previous studies have shown that a subset of MB extrinsic neurons, PAM neurons, responds to sucrose sensory stimulation and conveys reward (Burke et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012) . Pan-neural imaging in the background of labeled PAM neurons confirmed that PAM activity is consistently detected in the higher brain upon sucrose stimulation ( Figure S6 ), providing further validation of the panneural imaging approach. The observation that sweet and bitter stimulation activated MBs is consistent with their role as unconditioned stimuli in associative learning paradigms. Our calcium imaging demonstrates that taste-induced activity is compartmentalized in the MB region, with bitter and sweet activating non-overlapping regions.
In addition to strong activation in the MBs, taste compounds activated scattered cells in the protocerebrum. Bitter compounds also activated pars intercerebralis neurons, a major neurosecretory center in the brain (Nä ssel, 2002) . The activation pattern in the higher brain suggests that taste circuits are relatively sparse. Notably, in these higher brain centers, sweet and bitter stimulation still activated different cells, demonstrating separation of taste-processing pathways in the higher brain.
DISCUSSION
A central question in taste processing is how different taste modalities are encoded in the brain. In the mammalian gustatory system, labeled lines, mixed lines, and temporal dynamics have all been proposed as fundamental stategies used by the nervous system to process tastes, with recent evidence favoring labeled line encoding (Accolla et al., 2007; Barretto et al., 2015 , Chen et al., 2011 , Smith et al., 2000 . In Drosophila, the limited understanding of neural circuits beyond sensory neurons and MNs has precluded examination of modality processing. Here, we take advantage of recent improvements in genetically encoded calcium indicators and high-speed, multi-plane imaging to examine taste-induced activity throughout the SEZ and anterior brain, similar to whole-brain calcium-imaging approaches in zebrafish and C. elegans (Ahrens et al., 2012 (Ahrens et al., , 2013 Schrö del et al., 2013) . This approach enabled us to examine the neurons activated by different taste modalities and probe models of taste coding.
Monitoring brain activity in response to stimulation of different gustatory classes revealed that the majority of central neurons responded selectively to bitter, sweet, or water sensory cell activation. In addition, some neurons responded to both water and sucrose and may represent positive valence or taste acceptance behavior, while a few responded to other taste pairs. This demonstrates that most central taste-processing neurons in the fly do not respond to multiple taste modalities and argues against models of taste coding based on broadly tuned cells. Instead, we find that taste representations are largely modality specific, indicating separate processing streams for different taste qualities. Moreover, bitter and sweet stimulation activate different sets of proboscis MNs and activate different neurons in the higher brain. This argues that sweet and bitter tastes are processed by segregated pathways, suggesting a strategy that ensures innate responses to essential compounds.
Examining responses to taste mixtures in the SEZ revealed that no additional cells are activated by mixtures that are not activated by single components, again arguing against nonselective cells. Instead, mixtures activated only a fraction of the cells that responded to the individual components. Mixture suppression occurred for sugar/bitter mixes and sugar/water mixes, demonstrating inhibition between appetitive and aversive stimuli as well between two appetitive stimuli. Recent studies have identified two mechanisms by which bitter compounds inhibit sweet sensory activation: (1) bitter compounds bind a chemosensory binding protein that acts on sweet sensory cells to inhibit activity (Jeong et al., 2013) ; and (2) bitter compounds activate GABAergic neurons, causing GABAB-receptor-mediated pre-synaptic inhibition of sweet sensory axons (Chu et al., 2014) . Our study shows that taste mixtures reduce sensory activation and reduce the number of taste-responsive cells in the SEZ, consistent with the notion that decreased sensory activity contributes to mixture suppression. Cross-inhibition of different gustatory pathways is an effective strategy to weight the activation of acceptance versus avoidance pathways based on the ratio of sugars versus bitter compounds present in food.
This study represents the first large-scale analysis of panneural activity in the fly brain. The advantages of this approach are that it is possible to monitor the activity of large populations at single-cell resolution, which is not feasible by other approaches; it enables unbiased sampling that does not require specific Gal4 lines expressed in already known cells of interest; and it provides rapid evaluation of brain-wide activity. Whereas previous studies had identified four classes of taste-responsive cells (Burke et al., 2012; Flood et al., 2013; Gordon and Scott, 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Manzo et al., 2012) , our study uncovered more than 100 taste-responsive cells, the vast majority of which are modality specific. As this approach relies on calcium imaging in the soma, the sensitivity of GCaMP6, and the expression levels driven by nSynaptobrevin-Gal4, detection limitations may exist. Nevertheless, this study provides a population overview of gustatory processing in the fly brain and a framework for future studies to determine the anatomy and connectivity of tasteresponsive neurons.
Here, we show that different taste modalities in the periphery activate different pathways in the brain, consistent with labeled line taste processing. Information is processed in separate streams for appetitive and aversive tastes, which are maintained in the higher brain and are mutually inhibitory. Recent studies in the mammalian gustatory system argue for modality-specific representations in the gustatory cortex and are consistent with the labeled line model (Accolla et al., 2007; Barretto et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2011; Schoenfeld et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al., 1985) , suggesting that dedicated pathways may be a general strategy to process tastes used throughout evolution.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Experimental Animals
Drosophila stocks were maintained on standard cornmeal/agar/molasses medium at 22 C. The following transgenes were used: nSyb-Gal4 (Pauli et al., 2008) ; UAS-GCaMP6s ; His2Av-mRFP (Pandey et al., 2005) ; LexAop-P2X2 (Yao et al., 2012) ; Gr66a-LexA::VP16, ppk28-LexA::VP16 (Thistle et al., 2012) ; Gr64f-LexA::VP16 (Miyamoto et al., 2013) ; UAS-C3PA-GFP (Ruta et al., 2010) ; VGLUT-Gal4 (Daniels et al., 2008) ; E49-Gal4 (Gordon and Scott, 2009 ); MN11+12-Gal4 (Manzo et al., 2012) ; R58E2-LexA (the PAM driver line) (Liu et al., 2012) ; lexAop-GCaMP6s (Douglas Kim, Janelia Research Campus); UAS-CD8-tdTomato (Thistle et al., 2012) ; and lexAop-myrCherry (Diegelmann et al., 2008) .
G-CaMP Imaging in the SEZ
Female flies, 2-3 days old, were food deprived on a wet kimwipe for 18-24 hr. They were briefly anesthetized using CO 2 and placed into a small slit on a custom-built plastic mount at the cervix so that the head was isolated from the rest of the body. The head was then immobilized using nail polish, and the proboscis was waxed at the maxillary palps in an extended position to allow for taste solution delivery. A coverglass was placed at the base of the rostrum at a 45 angle to the plane of the plastic mount soh that the proboscis was isolated from the head. The head cuticle was dissected in ice-cold adult hemolymph-like solution (AHL) (Wang et al., 2003) lacking calcium and magnesium, the air sacs were removed, and the esophagus was severed to allow viewing of the SEZ. Calcium-and magnesium-free AHL was replaced by AHL prior to imaging. For imaging the anterior shell of the higher brain, the remaining head cuticle, air sacs, and debris were removed with fine forceps. The eyes were removed to limit vision-dependent neural activity. The esophagus was kept intact, as that generated more reliable responses in higher brain areas.
Tastant Stimulations
High tastant concentrations were used to ensure maximal responses in order to identify as many taste-responsive cells as possible, which was essential for the goals of the study. These concentrations were validated in a number of ways:
(1) Dose-response curves identified maximal activation and showed that many of the cells responding at the highest concentration responded at lower concentrations, arguing against transformation of the response at higher concentrations. (2) Sucrose and bitter concentrations used are consistent with calciumimaging studies from other laboratories studying taste activity (Chu et al., 2014; Flood et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2012) . (3) ATP activation and taste stimulation activated the same central cells.
Unless otherwise stated, all sweet stimulations were performed using 2 M sucrose.
For most bitter stimulations, we activated bitter-sensing cells by expressing P2X2 under the control of Gr66a-LexA and stimulating with a solution containing 10 mM denatonium, 100 mM caffeine, 100 mM ATP, and 20% polyethylene glycol (PEG). This stimulation provided the strongest, most reliable activation, possibly because Gr66a is expressed in all bitter cells, whereas most bitter compounds activate a subset of bitter cells (Weiss et al., 2011) . For bitter stimulations without P2X2, we used the same solution as above minus ATP. To achieve reliable responses with the solution minus ATP, it was necessary to increase the potassium concentration of the AHL from 5 mM to 12.5 mM ( Figures  3A-3D only) .
Stimulations using only water generated weak responses in taste projections and activated only a very small number of neurons (two to three) in the SEZ. Therefore, we activated water-sensing cells by expressing P2X2 under the control of ppk28-LexA and stimulating with 100 mM ATP in 20% PEG. Stimulation of the proboscis of control flies with 100 mM ATP or 20% PEG did not cause substantial SEZ activity (n = 5 brains; mean ± SEM: ATP, 3 ± 1 neurons; PEG, 1 ± 0 neurons; sucrose control, 30 ± 1.1 neurons).
To apply taste solutions to the proboscis, a glass pipette (with an outer diameter of 1.0 mm and an inner diameter of 0.78 mm) was filled with approximately 2 ml of taste solution using suction generated by a 1-ml syringe. The solution was drawn up the capillary slightly so that the tip of the capillary was empty. The capillary was then placed over the proboscis using a micromanipulator prior to image acquisition. At time point 5 of 20, slight pressure was applied to the syringe to deliver taste solution to the proboscis. Stimulations lasted approximately 2 s or the equivalent of one to two time points. There were 10-min intervals between successive stimulations.
For GABAB receptor agonist experiments, SKF97541 was applied at a 20-mm final concentration, as previously described (Chu et al., 2014) .
Image Acquisition
All experiments were performed using an Intelligent Imaging Innovations (3i) spinning disk confocal system equipped with a 203 water objective, NA = 1, and a 1.63 optical zoom, with the exception of the higher brain imaging (203 water objective, NA = 1, no optical zoom) and the MN fills (403 water objective, NA = 1, no optical zoom). The NA of the objective is 1, and the pinhole diameter is 50 mm, leading to an axial resolution of $2 mm. The point-to-point lateral resolution of the 3i spinning disk system is approximately 200-250 nm. Prior to a stimulation trial, a single stack of 20-23 Z-slices (1.3-1.5 mm) was captured for the green and red channels using 488 nm and 561 nm lasers, respectively. This single stack contained baseline GCaMP fluorescence and nuclear position data and was used as a reference stack. During the stimulation trial, stacks of 20-23 Z-slices (1.3-1.5 mm) were obtained from the green channel at a rate of $0.5 Hz, for both the SEZ and central brain imaging.
Images were aligned using a rigid body transformation following a regular step gradient descent optimization to minimize the mean square error between two images. As this approach is fundamentally intensity based, slices that showed large changes in fluorescence at individual time points occasionally led to misalignment. Automatic alignments that failed or showed poor alignment were aligned manually in all four dimensions. Aligned images could still retain some ''jitter,'' as the brain can exhibit non-rigid movement. However, these deviations were typically no larger than one to three pixels. Brains that appeared to undergo significant movement in the z direction were not analyzed.
Images were then aligned with the reference data using custom scripts in MATLAB to determine the nuclear positions of cells during each trial. The onset of stimulation was readily identified by a fluorescence increase in the taste projections. Taste-responsive neurons were identified as cells with fluorescent changes at either the same time point as the taste projection response or at the following time point (from 0 s to $4 s post-stimulus) for all images.
Images were processed in two ways:
1. Circular regions of interest (ROIs) with a radius of five pixels were automatically generated in MATLAB by performing circle detection using a circular Hough transform on the nuclear data from the reference stack. These ROIs were then used to calculate fluorescence changes for each cell.
Because the cell bodies of many SEZ neurons are positioned on top of dense neuropil (cell bodies are on the fly brain circumference), fluorescence increases from out-of-focus fibers during a stimulation translated into a general fluorescence increase in the plane of the cell bodies. Therefore, using a standard DF calculation such as fluorescence post-stimulation À fluorescence pre-stimulation generated artificially high DF values for many neurons because of their proximity to responsive neuropil. To correct for this, for each ROI, a circle with a radius of at least seven pixels was generated. A second, halo-shaped ROI surrounding the first ROI was generated, with an inner radius equivalent to the radius of the first ROI and an outer radius 15 pixels larger. At each time point, the change in fluorescence of the ''halo'' ROI was subtracted from the mean fluorescence within the center ROI. This value was used to calculate DF/F for each ROI over time. For an initial F value, we used the mean fluorescence intensity of each ROI over the three time points prior to stimulation.
For measuring the activity of taste projections, we used the DF/F calculation of (fluorescence post-stimulation À fluorescence pre-stimulation )/ fluorescence pre-stimulation (average of three previous frames).
2. The aligned GCaMP fluorescence data were imported into 3D Visualization-Assisted Analysis (VAA3D) and were manually annotated by marking the center positions of putative responding cells. In some cases, this approach allowed for the identification of neurons that were not otherwise detected because of image-processing artifacts and allowed for the elimination of inappropriately labeled neurons that arose because of movement or proximity to taste-responsive fiber tracts. Furthermore, this approach allowed for the rapid identification and elimination of neurons that showed neural activity at multiple time points not associated with taste stimulation. (We found that, in approximately 5% of preparations, there is spontaneous rhythmic activity of one to two cells). The marked cell positions were then exported from VAA3D in the form of ''marker'' files, imported into MATLAB, and converted into circular ROIs, for which DF/F values were calculated as described earlier.
A cell was determined to be taste responsive if its DF/F value was greater than 8%. In initial experiments, we performed k-means clustering of all cellular DF/F values over multiple stimulations for single brains (six stimulations for one brain, three stimulations for two brains). Clustering placed the boundary between groups at approximately 10% DF/F. We also monitored the responses of 1,000 ROIs not associated with cell bodies (in neuropil regions) to determine the extent of diffuse signals. Non-cellular ROIs showed a distribution of responses, with a response cloud centered around 0 that extended to the range of 8%-10%. Similar results were obtained from three different brains, justifying an 8% DF/F cutoff. No additional responsive cells were identified by increasing the sampling rate 233 (by imaging one z-section instead of 23 z-sections at 83 ms per section) ( Figure S1 ).
To generate pseudo-colored images of responding cells, DF images for every Z-slice at every time point were generated in MATLAB. For those time points that contained the peak responses for a given stimulation, the images were masked according to ROI positions so that only cell bodies of responding neurons were visible. These DF stacks were either collapsed into a single maximum intensity projection (MIP) image to display the whole SEZ or collapsed into three shorter MIP images to divide the SEZ into thirds. Then, using FIJI, DF images for two stimulations within a given fly were overlaid onto a MIP background image of the original fluorescence data at the time point of maximal response for one of the two stimulations.
To generate summary brain images, we used VAA3D to map cell body positions of responding neurons onto a 3D representation of the raw imaging data. These data could then be rotated in three dimensions to make slight adjustments to correct for variation in brain alignment from preparation to preparation.
Behavior
Female flies, 2-3 days old, were food deprived on a wet kimwipe for 18-24 hr and mounted in the imaging chamber as described earlier. The proboscis was allowed to remain free. The head cuticle was then partially dissected and the head was bathed in AHL. Using a pulled glass capillary, the proboscis was stimulated three times with 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 M sucrose solutions, and proboscis extensions were recorded. Mixtures of 500 mM sucrose and increasing concentrations of bitter were tested serially in the same manner.
MN Labeling
For the experiments of Figures 6A-6D to label taste-responsive MNs, tastant stimulations were performed as described earlier, using a 3i spinning disk confocal system with a Phasor spatial light modulator (3i) coupled to a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (SpectraPhysics). After the stimulation trial, a pre-photoactivation stack was acquired for the green and red channels. A small ROI was drawn in Slidebook (3i), and the pharyngeal and labellar nerves were scanned intermittently with 1-to 2-s bouts of 800-nm light, with an interbout delay of 5 s, to photoconvert C3PA-GFP. This procedure was continued for $1 hr, with a 5-min break to allow for diffusion every 10 min. At the end of the labeling sequence, a post-photoactivation image stack was taken of the green and red channels.
To generate pseudo-colored images of labeled MNs, the pre-photoactivation image was subtracted from the post-photoactivation image, and the resulting stack was overlaid onto the DF image from the taste stimulation. The labeled neurons were pseudo-colored red, and the taste-responsive neurons were pseudo-colored green.
Transgene Generation
To generate nSyb-LexA, we cloned an 832-bp fragment from genomic DNA, including the entire R57C10 tile from the FlyLight collection , using the primers gtttttaaatttcccaccccttg and gttctagagggttgcgctc. This fragment was recombined into the pBPLexA::p65Uw plasmid (Pfeiffer et al., 2010) and inserted into the attP40 landing site (Markstein et al., 2008) .
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